
  

 

 
CTI-TC Weekly Working Sessions 

 

Meeting Date: February 28, 2017 

Time: 15:00:00 UTC 

Purpose: Weekly CTI TC Joint Working Session 

 

Attendees: 

Bret Jordan  
Trey Darley 
Ivan Kirillov 
Alex T. 
Sarah Kelly 
John Anderson 

John Wunder  
Shaun McCullough 
Rich Piazza 
Mark Davidson 
Jon Baker 
Gary Katz 

Nicole Gong 
Marlon Taylor 
Stefan Hagan 
Other unidentified caller 
Jane Ginn - Recorder 
 

Agenda: 
         Intel note 
         Opinion 

o    Proposal: 

https://docs.google.com/document/d/15qD9KBQcVcY4FlG9n_VGhqacaeiLlNcQ7zVEjc8I3b4/
edit#heading=h.haeazu2sh3sq 

         (if time) Location 
o    There are two proposals, the first is attached to this email. The second is located here: 

https://docs.google.com/document/d/1SrwLhO-
glQ9dnkj3BYfSd9ITr_L7Ai_JEnn1tqEO_dg/edit#heading=h.hqzx1hu0izya 
o    If there’s time, we’ll discuss the difference between these approaches and see if we can 

determine which direction people are leaning.  

Meeting Notes  

 Sarah Kelly 
o    Proposal: 

https://docs.google.com/document/d/15qD9KBQcVcY4FlG9n_VGhqacaeiLlNcQ7zVEjc8I3b4/
edit#heading=h.74spnst8naxc 
o    Open questions include: 

  Created by ref vs. author. If we use both, how do we clarify when to use which? 
  If we use both, does that mean we should add an author property onto any other 
SDOs (or all of them)? 
  Do we need to clarify that an Intel Note is more “off the cuff” analysis? I believe 
there was some concern about knowing when to use Intel Note vs other SDOs  
  Do we want a description field on opinion? If so, is there too much overlap with Intel 
Note? (there isn’t one currently in the proposal, but one can be added back in if we 
agree it should be there) 
  Are Intel note and Opinion too similar? How can we clarify their purpose and make it 
less confusing? 
  What scale do we want to use to represent an opinion?  

 
 Bret Jordan 
  [Some discussion of Object – Fields – How analysts characterize threats] 
  Want to make sure Allan has a chance to comment 
 Sarah  
  We have a detail field – Some discussion on changing a field to call it a ‘Note’ 

https://docs.google.com/document/d/1SrwLhO-glQ9dnkj3BYfSd9ITr_L7Ai_JEnn1tqEO_dg/edit#heading=h.hqzx1hu0izya
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1SrwLhO-glQ9dnkj3BYfSd9ITr_L7Ai_JEnn1tqEO_dg/edit#heading=h.hqzx1hu0izya
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 John 
  I am a big fan of consistency – Let’s call it Description 
 Sarah 
  There is a note in the document  
 Trey 
  Is there a way to zoom in – the screen is low 
 Sarah 
  Fixed screen 
 Bret 
  Is there anyone that wants to continue to keep external references at this time? 
 John 
  We should make these changes right now 
 Bret 
  Are we OK with renaming details to description? 
 [Some discussion about description label – Agreed that it be (required)] 
 Trey 
  During earlier discussion on Slack – Overlap of Opinion & Intel Note 
  Naming thing is hard – It has Intel Note, because that was the proposal 
  [Gave example of how crowdsourcing could work in a TIP] 
  We should call ‘Opinion’ something like ‘Vote’  
 Bret 
  I agree, as long as we don’t add the description field to ‘Opinion’ 
 Sarah 
  There was some disagreement about this during a previous meeting 
  And on Slack – Showed it on the screen 
 Bret 
  This is where it gets muddy – We took it out – Terry disagreed 
  Then – there was some discussion on Slack 
  Inside an organization – These objects are almost identical 
  I like Trey’s idea 
 Trey 
  We need to consider the sequence of events – Terry made proposal before F2F 
  Allan made his proposal during F2F 
  Now it has become clear that they are different 
  There are two distinct Use Cases – were rolled up in Terry’s proposal 
  Now, we are preserving the semantic distinction by breaking out 
 Sarah 
  Posed a question about how the two objects would work together 
 Trey 
  We are talking about data serialization here.  An analyst using a TIP would 
  Not know what is happening – Analyst would not have to know what happens in tool 
 Sarah 
  The way it is now – there is a mathematical function behind 
 John 
  We are running into a conflict because there is so much similarity 
 Trey 
  If you do away with Intel Note – then you lose the ability to add context 
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 John 
  I don’t feel strongly about it 
 John Anderson 
  I’m thinking about Stack Overflow – What is our objective?  Is it to bubble up? 
  Or is it to have a filter – Described a Use Case 
 Trey 
  Let me try to reframe this a little bit – Let’s take a specific Campaign – I have an  
   Interpretation, but Sarah sees a different Threat Actor and a different  
   Relationship – then, within the sharing community, everyone else 
   Can look at it – Up-voting on Trey’s interpretation and Sarah’s down-voting 
 Bret 
  I like Stack Overflow – You can up and down vote – but, you can also provide commentary 
 John Anderson 
  I’m only going to say this once – Do we have any concern about threaded opinions? 
 Gary 
  Yes, we actually do threads in our conversations 
 John Wunder 
  We should use what we have 
 Bret 
  We get that by design – just by inherited functionality – A UX is going to have to 
   Do something with it  
 John Anderson 
  Very interesting 
 Trey 
  I think you are right, Bret 
 Bret 
  Laid out the 3 questions still on the table  
 Sarah 
  We have not touched the scale yet –  
 Bret 
  Can we get resolution on the first two things on the list? 
 Sarah 
  Posed first two questions  
 Bret 
  Discussion of Opinion object – Then add an Intel Note 
 Sarah 
  Right now you are talking about 2 different ways of doing this… 
 Bret 
  No, I am trying to work out the work flow 
 Trey 
  Taking my example before – Described how the two objects might work 
   With discussion – Other people publish Intel Notes, then others publish 
   It becomes a conversation – carried in Intel Notes 
 Sarah 
  Is there a question… or is this a Work Flow? 
 Bret 
  So you think in the UX – The product is going to display this – Described how would work 
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  Then giving ‘justification’ – creates what happens 
 Gary 
  I agree with the work flow – But it does create a risk – with some designer may reveal 
  There may be stupid implementations – Let’s hope it does not get sold 
 Trey 
  My response – Would be the decision we just took on the use of the identity object 
  Someone could mis-read the spec 
  It is basically the same thing here 
 Sarah 
  We have the same problem in several places – Tools can not work right 
 Bret 
  That is not our Charter – Vendors are going to going to make some tools that don’t work 
  To quote Jason, we should create a Spec that will allow vendors to design on top of it 
 Sarah 
  If you want to do a vote that  
 Bret 
  We could put something in the Spec – we can put it in the Spec to hide 
 Sarah 
  Made sure that it is in the draft Spec 
  Does everyone like the idea of changing Opinion to a Vote 
 John Anderson 
  Could you go over how it would be attached? 
 Sarah 
  Went over the code snippet to illustrate how the logic would go 
 John Anderson 
  I like that… each object does its own thing 
 Trey 
  How about if we rename Opinion to Vote 
 Sarah 
  I think we have consensus on that right now 
  Went over the scale proposed by Terry 
 Gary 
  I was going to go a different way – 1 to 100 – If we keep it at a high level, it makes it easier 
 Trey 
  I retract my suggestion of using negative number to a positive number 
 Bret 
  I agree with Gary – simplicity is better – If we look at previous art – Stack Overflow 
  Their solution is very simplistic 
 Sarah 
  We run into a problem if we use nominal scale – How to compare with Confidence? 
 John 
  That is conflating two things 
 John Anderson 
  Can we make this like Rotten Tomatoes? 
 Trey 
  We have done the mappings 
  I hear Gary’s point about how an analyst probably cannot make nuisances 
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  If we keep on the same scale and keep it numeric – then we can compute  
 Gary 
  Gave example of 3 different types of tools – and how they would work 
  You are going to end up with different tools that have different values 
  Color ranges, bar tools 
 John Anderson 
  Gave example of Facebook – Like  
  Then if we go to aggregate – then we arrive at a consensus that way 
 Bret 
  I think we are over-engineering this – If up/down – It could be a bullion 
  Stack Overflow does this  
 Trey 
  If we go back to my example of my attribution to a Campaign – Not confident 
  Sarah does not agree – Not a binary choice – She is not saying I’m wrong 
 Bret 
  Aren’t we conflating two things?  Shouldn’t we have another field on this Vote object 
  It seems like we are trying to conflate two different things 
 John 
   We need to separate Agree and Confidence 
  I’m not sure we have all of these existing scales 
  I like up and down 
 Sarah 
  Need more granularity 
 John 
  Does anyone disagree? 
 Trey 
  As long as I can map to confidence 
 Sarah 
  Explained how it would map 
 John  
  Gave a counter interpretation 
 Brett 
  Or you build some sort of AI that allows it 
 John 
  To let tools, innovate – we need to make it clear in the Spec 
 John Anderson 
  The whole value thing… Hey, can you look at this again?  Question mark in the middle 
  Siskel and Ebert – That gives Trey the ability to numerically average these guys 
  The community agrees with this assessment 
 Gary 
  That is on the implementation side – It would really come down 
  Professional analysts don’t normally use ‘thumbs-up/thumbs-down’ 
 John 
  Would that would for you Trey – Gave numerical option 
 Bret 
  What we do behind the scenes is what we need to do in the Spec 
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 Trey 
  I am less concerned about this, as long as we can have a numerical mapping 
 Jane 
  I strongly agree with Trey that there needs to be a numerical mapping 
 Marlon 
  Gave an observation that neutral should be 0 and everything should go from there 
 John 
  [Asked about how that work] 
 John Anderson 
  That is what I started with… then, I use Google maps – 1 star 
 John 
  We can just agree that we have a 5-value scale 
 Sarah 
  I think what we have not – it makes perfect sense to me 
 Bret 
  [Working in the document] I’m trying to resolve these things in the document now 
 Gary 
  I think the naming that Sarah was using is close enough 
 John 
  This looks good to me 
 Sarah 
  Is this an integer? 
 John 
  Integer – or is this a floating point 
 Marlon 
  We don’t have any text any more in the Opinion (now Vote) object 
 Trey 
  Marlon, I think you joined the call late… we covered this earlier 
  Sarah, you are doing an excellent job of squirrel herding 
   
  
 
Meeting Terminated 
***************************************************************** 


